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EBay is, above all, an online auction site. You can browse through categories such as antiques, boats, clothes and accessories, computers and nets, jewelry and watches and video games. When you see what you like, click the auction name to see details including pictures, descriptions, payment options, and shipping information. If you
have a pretty good idea of what you're looking for, you can search with simple keywords like your Apple iPod, or use more advanced search criteria to narrow results, such as keywords you want to exclude, item location, price range, and accepted payment methods. If you have submitted a bid for an item, if you win the auction, you will
agree to purchase it. All auctions have minimum initial bids, and some have a reserve price - a secret minimum amount that the seller wants to accept for the item. If the bid does not reach the reserve price, the seller does not need to be involved with the item. In addition to listings, you can find tons of fixed-price items on eBay that shop
there like shopping at any other online marketplace. You see what you like, you buy it, you pay for it and wait for it to come to your door. There are also listings that give you the ability to buy now at a price that is usually higher than the auction start price. If you choose to buy an item at a price Buy now instead of a price list, the auction
ends instantly, and the item is yours. You can pay for the product on eBay in a variety of ways, including money transfer, cash receipt, cash, personal check and electronic payment services such as PayPal and BidPay. Each seller must decide which payment methods he will accept. PayPal is the easiest way to buy something on eBay
because of eBay's PayPal. Payment PayPal is already integrated into any listing on eBay. Just as you can buy almost everything on eBay, you can sell almost everything as well. With a simple list process, you can put all the spam in your basement to sell to the highest bidders. A lot of people sell their old laptop when they've upgraded,
clothes their kids have grown out of or a brand new sofa they bought for the final sale without realizing it doesn't fit into their den. Some people even do eBay business by opening their eBay store. When you sell an item on eBay, you pay auction fees and switch the percentage of the final sale price to eBay. Once you sign up (for free) with
eBay, you can access all your eBay buying and selling activities in one place called My eBay. EBay is a huge operation with something like 4.8 million new auctions per day. Before we learn more about how to buy and sell on eBay, let's find out how eBay manages this Level. SAN FRANCISCO (CBS. MW) - Some investors may feel EBay
shares are a bit rich because they do another 52 weeks high on Friday. However, not many companies can offer the type of growth EBay is willing to deliver. EBay's EBAY, -1.98% is a run-rate hold for more than $21 billion worth of goods traded on its market this year, and that could more than double to $40 billion by 2005, according to
Goldman Sachs. That's a growth rate of about 39 percent a year over the next two years. Assuming a 7.1 percent tax, down from 7.5 percent in 2002, EBay could generate $2.9 billion in sales in 2005, to $40 billion. EBay's long-term goal is to generate $3 billion in sales that year. Watch the full story. By adding payment sales from PayPal,
an online payment service, revenue would far exceed the $3 billion mark to $3.8 billion in 2005, says Anthony Noto, Goldman's internet analyst. It also expects operating margins of 40 percent in 2005, from 31 percent last year. Shares of EBay traded friday as high as $100.02 before settling $99.19, up $1.11, or 1 percent. While Noto's
note is optimistic about EBay's prospects, it shows that the stock's rise at current levels is about 5 percent to 15 percent over the next 18 months. This may be too low a return too much risk. According to Noto's discounted cash flow analysis, EBay's estimated value is $88. Ask: Bake off Ask Jeeves ASKJ UK property said it is replacing
ESpotting with Google as its exclusive third-party provider of paid auctions on its UK website. Ask Jeeves UK is the 11th most visited site in the country, with 6.6 million unique visitors. With the deal, Google says it will reach 63 per cent of the online population in the UK. Bake between Espotting, Google and Overture OVER, +2.40% of
Jeeves' assets helped Jeeves secure a higher share of revenue, according to analysts. Youssef Squali, an analyst at First Albany, estimates that Jeeves locked in revenue to split to 70 percent up. Higher sales give Squali greater confidence that Jeeves will reach its 28 cent revenue estimate in fiscal 2003. Ask Jeeves rose nearly 9
percent to $12 in Friday trading. At that level it trades more than 39 times Squali's estimate. It is important to note that the income estimate does not cover many taxes and taxes. Richard Fetyko, kauman bros. analyst, says that Google's breakthrough against Overture in Europe could mean a change in the balance of power in the region.
Ask Jeeves to signal a turning point in Europe in terms of a competitive landscape, Fetyko wrote. We believe that Google can turn heat into Europe. By speculating with Google flexing its muscles, at least some investors believe consolidation is the only solution for other players to fend off powerful search engines. Overture, a leading paid
search company, its shares catapult as speculation swirls on Friday that Yahoo's YHOO may Company. Help fuel that rumor was information from Yahoo's 10-Q, released Thursday, that Yahoo receives 19 percent of its revenue from Overture. When you see such a concentration of revenue from one source, the concept is that Yahoo
must ensure that revenue, said Scott Kessler, at S&amp;Amp;Amp;; P analyst If you look at a lot of these names, you could say from a macro perspective, what is turning still is an apparent disconnect between the relative performance of Yahoo shares and overture shares. By the end, Overture had risen 17 percent to $14.55 percent in
volume of 17.1 million shares. Other search companies, such as LookSmart.com LOOK and FindWhat.com FWHT, have gained ground as well. LookSmart.com traded as high as $2.80, up 14 percent. By the end, LookSmart had risen 7 percent to $2.62. FindWhat.com added 3 percent to $11.77. InfoSpace INSP, -0.04% of shares shot
up 19 percent to $14.27 on Friday. A federal judge ruled that InfoSpace founder and former chief executive, Naveen Jain, made illegal insider stock transactions while he was CEO of an online directory company. This is about the trust campaigns I set up for my kids, said Naveen Jain, in an interview with CBS. MarketWatch.com. The
shares were split and accidentally put into Jain's joint account with his wife, said Jain. The error was fixed and corrected long before this lawsuit was filed, but the judge said we bought the shares, Jain explained. But how can you buy something when no one sells it to you. The shares are owned by the trust and the trustee must sell it.
InfoSpace could receive more than $200 million in damages from Jain if InfoSpace loses the case, according to a published report. I don't know where that number came from, said Jain. InfoSpace would not comment. Note... Covad Communications COVD fell 12 percent to $1.03 after the wholesale DSL provider projected a second-
quarter sales target that was below the consensus estimate provided by Thomson First Call. Watch the full story. RealNetworks RNWK, -1.34% fell 1 percent to $7.92 after bolting in the last two weeks. The stock is up about 60 percent since the beginning of the month after several positive announcements, including a deal to provide
online games to Comcast internet subscribers and the company's new mobile guide. Under the eBay search field you will find three additional eBay-owned sales services tabs - Motors, Express and Stores.eBay Motors. More than two million cars have been sold on eBay Motors, one of eBay's most popular websites. the sales and
purchase rules of eBay Motors are basically the same as those of the usual auction properties.eBay Express. eBay Express is auctioning a less retail site owned by eBay. This is similar to retail sites such as Amazon, where is available at a fixed price, and shoppers use a shopping cart to purchase goods from merchants. Sellers on eBay
eBay must meet some special requirements.eBay stores. eBay stores are cyber stores where you can sell stocks at fixed prices. You can find out more about them in section 7 Open eBay Store.Other eBay Companies. EBay companies listed on the side menu home page are eBay-owned websites that offer additional services as
described below. Half.com. Half.com is the center of shoppers' bargains - like eBay Express with more aggressive prices. Kijii. Kijiji is a local and free classifications website where you can buy and sell new or second-hand goods, search for a car or work, find local events and meet local people. Microplace. MicroPlace is a social
investment site where your investment dollars are used to provide loans to the working poor. PayPal. PayPal is an automated online payment system that allows anyone with an email address to make payments from all over the country or around the world. Here we discuss many PayPal services. ProStores. ProStores helps you create an
online store. Rent.com. eBay's Rent.com is a free website where you can research rental properties and also perform free roommate searches. Shopping.com. Shopping.com provides comparison purchases from various online stores. Skype. With Skype services, you can use your computer's Internet connection to connect to other Skype
members at low prices. Some eBay services have also been integrated into Skype. StubHub. On StubHub you can buy and sell tickets to sports, music and other events. Stumbleupon. StumbleUpon is a unique free service. This helps you find unusual or interesting sites according to your personal preferences. Provisions.
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